
 

If you found this article, then you are probably in search of the movie Ali G Indahouse. This is the movie that brought fame to
comedian Sacha Baron Cohen. It was released in 2002, and it featured Ali G interviewing various celebrities all over Great
Britain. Watch this scene below where he interviews Tony Blair about his favorite past time: Baron Cohen's character Ali G is
asked by the interviewer if he has ever "done any work". Ali G then informs the interviewer that, "Yeah, I work for a young
Jewish bloke doing a survey. Do you do any work?" The interviewer then asks Ali G if he knows the name of this person who is
doing the survey, but Ali G just shrugs his shoulders and doesn't know. Later in the interview, Ali G tells the interviewer that
this survey is for a rich Jewish family in England. We can see from this scene that Baron Cohen's character does not understand
what is going on with his own life because he has been put up to do interviews by his friend Sacha Baron Cohen. We find out
from watching this interview that Tony Blair's favorite past time is painting pictures of flowers. Ali G then proceeds to paint a
picture of flowers in front of Tony Blair. At the end of the interview Tony Blair says, "Alright Ali." Another scene in the movie
shows an interview with Sir Elton John. Sir Elton John is asked what his favorite pastime is, but he responds by saying that he
does not think anything is amusing. He tells Ali G that it is not amusing, and then he leaves because he does not want to be
around him. This shows us that Sir Elton John does not enjoy being around people, especially when they are being rude since Ali
G was being very rude to Sir Elton John in this scene. Normally, fans of Sir Elton John would never say something like Ali G
says to him in this scene because they would fear that Sir Elton John might have them removed from the room. We can see that
just by the way Ali G interviewed this celebrity, he was being very rude to him. On his journey across Great Britain to interview
many other celebrities, Ali G meets a man who has become depressed because his wife has left him. Buzzes is an older man who
has lost his wife because she becomes very angry with him because he cannot stop watching horse racing television programs
even though he does not have any money to bet on the horses. The interview with Buzzes shows us that Ali G is rude to
newcomers. He tells Buzzes that he would prefer if he did not try so hard to sell himself as a new good friend of Sacha Baron
Cohen. We can see a hint of discontent in Ali G's voice when he says this because we can tell that this is a man who does not
care for his new "friend". We can see from this scene that Ali G really does not care about being nice to people as long as he
gets something out of them. In the end, Ali G hands Buzzes a copy of his movie Indahouse, which was made by Sacha Baron
Cohen.
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